Course Overview

This online course provides the fundamentals for using the BMC Atrium CMDB 9.0 product. It describes the Common Data Model. It also explains the reconciliation and integration of data in the CMDB. Additionally, it introduces the BMC Atrium Core Console.

Course Objectives

- Explain the concept of federation
- Explain the Common Data Model (CDM)
- Describe the structure of a reconciliation job
- Explain how Reconciliation Engine works with the CMDB to reconcile data
- Navigate the BMC Atrium Core Console
- Find Instances using Saved Queries
- Create CIs and relationships manually
- Create Views
- Filter CIs
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COURSE ABSTRACT

COURSE ACTIVITIES
» Demos
» Quizzes

CERTIFICATION PATH
» N/A

DISCOUNT OPTIONS
» Have multiple students? Contact us to discuss hosting a private class for your organization
» Contact us for additional information

Course Modules

Module 1: BMC Atrium CMDB Environment
» Configuration Management Database
» Configuration Items in an ITIL® CMDB
» Types of CIs in ITIL®
» Federation
» Consumer Architecture
» Provider Architecture

Module 2: Common Data Model
» Defining Common Data Model
» Navigating the Common Data Model PDF
» CDM Hierarchy
» Types of Classes
» Extending CDM
» How the CDM Works With AR System
» Forms
» Base Form
» Join Form
» Creating an Instance
» BMC_BaseRelationship Class
» Tools for Researching the CDM

Module 3: Reconciling and Integrating Data in CMDB
» Using the Class Manager to Manage the CMDB
» BMC_BaseElement Subclasses
» BMC_FederatedBaseElement
» Atrium CMDB 9.0 Enhancement - Denormalized CMDB Data Storage (DCDS)
» BMC_BaseRelationship
» Denormalized CDM Classes Hierarchy
» BMC_FederatedBaseRelationship

Module 4: BMC Atrium Core Console
» Introducing the BMC Atrium Core Console
» Navigating the BMC Core Console
» Class Manager
» Navigating a Relationship Table
» Status of Classes
» Deprecation Model
» Creating CIs Manually
» Creating Relationships Manually
» Locating CIs
» Filtering CIs
» Query Builder Interface
» Creating New Query Using Query Builder
» Comparing CI and Relationship Instances

For more information about BMC Education Services, visit www.bmc.com/education.